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Dear User Groups,
Welcome to our Knowledge Transfer Webinars Newsletter for SAP User Groups!
You will find an overview of our upcoming webinars on K4U (Knowledge For You).
Sincerely,
Your Global SAP User Groups Organization.
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Description
Integration within the Intelligent Enterprise

Total Workforce Management in the Intelligent Enterprise (July 23, 2019)

Join this webinar to learn how you can achieve total workforce management by connecting functional areas into seamless
business processes, gain insight into all resources and provide all workers with experiences that keep them engaged.
Read more

SAP S/4HANA

Part 1: Introduction to the SAP S/4HANA Transition Road Maps (July 3, 2019)

In this initial webinar of our series on the SAP S/4HANA Transition Road Maps, you will get the opportunity to learn more
about the structure, content, and usage of the SAP Transition Road Maps. The focus will be on the SAP S/4HANA Onpremise version. We will moreover outline which content is relevant for which target group, and how customers can take
advantage of the Road Map viewer. Read more

Part 2: Deep Dive into the SAP S/4HANA Transition Road Maps (July 10, 2019)

Based on various use cases, our experts will show how you can best leverage the information you gained from the
Transition Road Maps. In this context you will learn more about the adjustment of the SAP S/4HANA project plan template,
and how the Road Map answers typical customer questions. Read more

Part 3: Transition to SAP S/4HANA – SAP’s Service Offerings (July 17, 2019)
In this webinar, SAP experts will outline the connection between the Transition Road Map and SAP’s service offerings
that facilitate the move to SAP S/4HANA. Particular attention will be given to the offerings for SAP Standard Support,
SAP Enterprise Support, SAP Value Assurance, as well as SAP New MaxAttention. Read more

Part 4: Transition Road Maps: Upgrade of Embedded Products to SAP S/4HANA (July 24, 2019)

In this session, you will learn how to tackle embedded products after your move to SAP S/4HANA. Read more

SAP C/4HANA

SAP C/4HANA Foundation – Deep Dive into Extensibility via Open-Source Project “Kyma” (July
2, 2019)
In this session, you can learn how easy it is to get started with the open-source project “Kyma”. You will be guided
from deploying the open source project Kyma to configuration in your Kubernetes account via the SAP C/4HANA
Foundation. With that deployment, you can start extending your SAP C/4HANA cloud solutions and create innovative,
engaging customer experiences. Read more

SAP Marketing Cloud: What's New Series for 1908 (July 25, 2019)

Join this webinar and learn about the latest developments in SAP Marketing Cloud 1908. Get first-hand insights on new
features and functions. Read more

SAP Data and Database Management

SAP HANA Smart Data Integration and Smart Data Quality (July 2, 2019)

In this session we will be sharing level two information about SAP HANA Smart Data Integration and Smart Data Quality
with additional information on Data Virtualization. Read more

SAP Customer Center of Expertise

SAP for Me - Overview and Live Demo (July 2, 2019)

SAP for Me (me.sap.com) was launched at SAPPHIRENOW 2019 as the new central digital entry point for our customers
offering relevant online self-services, highlighting important tasks, actions and events, as well as providing valuable
information in the context of the SAP product portfolio in use. In this webinar, you will get an overview of this new customer
portal and show you a live demo. Read more

Trust and Transparency: A True Path to Cloud Reliability via Cloud Availability Center (July 4,
2019)

Join this webinar to explore the newest developments in SAP's Cloud Availability Center, and quickly learn how to use it
to your maximum potential with a personalized dashboard. Stay up to date with the latest quick tips on notifications setup,
event details and better cloud ops planning. Finally, learn the quickest way to maintain preferred contact information and
communication channels via Self Service. Read more

Globalization Services – End-to-End Legal Reporting Compliance for Organizations (July 18,
2019)

This session will showcase how SAP envisions to transform end-to-end legal reporting compliance for organizations with
a global presence via it's next-Generation legal reporting platform ACR (Advanced Compliance Reporting).
Read more

International Focus Group for Integration

SAP Process Orchestration – Status Update & Road Map (July 11, 2019)

SAP Process Orchestration is the integrated platform that runs on premise and enables you to design, model, implement,
execute, and monitor business processes and exchange information securely across distributed applications for both
customers and partners. Join this Road Map session to find out where we are and where we are heading in the areas of
process orchestration, process integration, and cloud integration. In particular, a new tool that has been recently shipped
for test automation in case of the migration and regression use cases will be covered. Read more

SAP Analytics Cloud

SAP Analytics Cloud: Data Preparation & Integration (July 16, 2019)

SAP Analytics Cloud offers various tools and workflows to connect, cleanse and explore data for business users. Get
the latest updates on new feature capabilities for data preparation as well as an outlook at the Road Map. Read more

Road Maps

Road Map for Utilities (July 2, 2019)

The utilities industry is undergoing an ongoing transformation on all fronts. From increased regulatory requirements to
the introduction of intelligent technologies, learn how SAP is addressing these challenges in the utilities industry with
current and planned innovations on our Road Map for utilities. Read more

SAP Master Data Governance (July 3, 2019)

Understand the vision and Road Map that define how SAP Master Data Governance provides essential support for
business process efficiency, trusted business analytics, and emerging needs stemming from business networks, cloud
deployments, and digital transformation. Understand how SAP Master Data Governance supports your SAP S/4HANA
Road Map, and get a preview of planned innovations. Read more

SAP Road Map for Oil and Gas (July 9, 2019)

In this webinar, we will provide an update on the latest developments and innovations by SAP for the O&G industry. We
will also overview the solution roadmap specific to the O&G industry for both cloud and on-premise deployments.
Read more

SAP Manufacturing Suite (July 16, 2019)

SAP Manufacturing Suite tracks and documents the transformation of raw materials through to finished goods providing
the right information to enable everyone involved to formulate better decisions. It works in real time to enable the control
of multiple elements of the production process and provide feedback to the enterprise systems. This product contains
SAP Manufacturing Execution, SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence, SAP Plant Connectivity. Read more

SAPUI5 Road Map (July 24, 2019)

SAPUI5 is a JavaScript framework specialized to develop enterprise-ready Web apps and deliver an exceptional user
experience for SAP Fiori apps. It combines new qualities (openness, high innovation, and speed) with established SAP

strengths (enterprise readiness and standard support). SAPUI5 has been modernized and opened up to integrate with
other UI technologies. This session shows how SAPUI5 is evolving, what’s been achieved, and what is coming.
Read more

SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (July 31, 2019)

SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (BPC) enables organizations to better strategize and plan, analyze and
optimize, and close and disclose results, to increase revenue and profitability. During this webinar you will learn about
the coming innovations to SAP BPC and how it can help you make better decisions and run more efficiently. Read more

SAP Road Map for Chemicals (August 7, 2019)

This webinar introduces SAP´s new approach for value based roadmaps. It discusses the industry trends and what
SAP´s answer is in response to them. Moreover you get an overview on the SAP product portfolio for the chemical
industry and its strategic direction with main areas of investments. Read more

